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Economy
Mortgage Rates at 7-Year High:
U.S. homebuyers, already contending with escalating prices, are now
getting hit with the most-expensive mortgage rates in seven years. This
is causing borrowers to act fast before it is too late.
 The solid data that is boosting confidence in the economy and
homebuyers, encouraged by income growth and low
unemployment, are rushing to lock in loans before borrowing costs
climb even higher. With a short supply of listings, the increased
competition is only making their purchases harder to afford.
 Home prices jumped 7.6 percent in April from a year earlier to a
median of $302,200. Sellers received a record 98.8 percent of what
they asked on average, Redfin said Thursday.
 The average rate for a 30-year fixed mortgage jumped to 4.61
percent on Friday, up from 4.55 percent the prior week. That is the
highest since May 2011, Freddie Mac said in a statement. Homes
that sold last month went into contract after a median of only 36
days on the market -- a record speed in data going back to 2010,
according to a new report by brokerage Redfin Corp.
Mortgage Rates Jump to Highest Level Since 2011
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Jobless Claims Increase But Remain Near 48-Year Low:
U.S. filings for unemployment benefits rose by the most in six weeks
while still hovering near historically low levels that indicate a tight job
market, Labor Department figures showed Thursday.
 Even with the weekly increase, claims remain near the lowest in
almost five decades, indicating the labor market remains robust. A
widespread, persistent shortage of qualified workers is causing
employers to retain staff, sometimes using bonuses and nonfinancial perks to keep people in key roles.

Fixed Income
30-Year Yield Hit Highest Level Since 2015:
The 30-year U.S. Treasury yield rose to its highest level since 2015,
showing that this year’s selloff has spread to the most-resilient part of the
world’s biggest bond market.
 The yield on the long bond surpassed the 2018 high of 3.23 percent
set February 21st to reach 3.24 percent on Thursday, the highest
since July 2015. It follows the 10-year borrowing benchmark in
setting multi-year highs as traders grapple with surging Treasury
issuance and a Federal Reserve that appears intent on boosting
rates further.
 The 30-year bond is under pressure from inflation expectations
hovering near the highest since 2014. Yet relative to the rest of the
yield curve, the maturity has lagged in convincingly breaking to
higher yields because of demand from pension funds and life
insurers. The latest move suggests that even those buyers can’t
keep the lurch upward in yields contained to shorter-dated
obligations.
30-Year U.S. Treasury Yields Near Peaks from Last Few Years
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Bank Holdings of Municipals Declined $15 Billion in 1Q:
With corporate tax reform, banks sold $15 billion of municipal bonds in
the first quarter, or 5 percent of their state and local government debt.
 The risk is that banks view munis as relative-value position versus
MBS and high quality corporates. Banks could make deeper cuts to
municipal holdings if MBS and corporates become more attractive.
 In addition, if loan growth strengthens, some banks may also
decide to sell some of their municipal holdings to satisfy demand.

Equities
U.S. Stocks Edge Mostly Lower:
U.S. stock indexes edged mostly lower in afternoon trading Friday, adding
to the market's modest losses from a day earlier. Banks, energy and
consumer goods companies fell, offsetting gains by industrial and health
care stocks.
 After a strong start to the month, markets have been choppy this
week as investors turned the page on the first-quarter earnings
reporting season and weighed the implications of rising interest
rates and the ongoing trade tensions between the U.S. and China.
The countries, which have threatened tariffs on each other, were
holding discussions aimed at averting a trade war between the
world's two biggest economies.
Nordstrom tumbled 9.6 percent to $46.03 after the upscale
department store chain said sales at established stores, a key
metric for retailers, showed meager gains in the first quarter.
Campbell Soup plunged 12.5 percent to $34.31 after the
packaged foods company lowered its profit forecast and said
its CEO, Denise Morrison, was retiring effectively immediately.
The stock was the biggest decliner in the S&P 500 Friday,
having its worst single-day drop since 1999.
United States Index Performance
Sector
Consumer Discretionary
17 Industries
Consumer Staples
9 Industries
Energy
3 Industries
Financials
12 Industries
Health Care
8 Industries
Industrials
17 Industries
Information Technology
10 Industries
Materials
6 Industries
Telecommunication Services
3 Industries
Utilities
6 Industries
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